
While anyone can stumble upon my site, it's really designed for clients, friends, and those

interested in my work. Most people who find this page will already know a little about me but for

those that do not, I believe in full disclosure.

I was born in Victoria shortly after my mother, a farmer's daughter from a town of 200 in northern

Manitoba, moved west to chase the ocean and get out of the snow. My cultural background and

habitual tan come from my estranged Jamaican father. Growing up in a single parent home for a

large portion of my childhood, I can appreciate the hardships and joys of lean times and coming

out the other side. As such, I sit on the Inclusion, Diversity and Equity Board for TD's Pacific

Region.

I am husband and father to one child, so far. Outside of the office you'll typically find me playing

any combination of soccer, golf, tennis or football when the sun shines and on the top of a ski hill

when the snow falls. My addiction to experiences over things has transcended into a desire to

understand new cultures and my family and I strive to travel somewhere in the world we've never

been at least once a year.

One of my other passions in life is learning. Academics aside, I have enjoyed every minute of my

learning experience in the financial industry. I have been managing wealth for clients at TD since

2009 coming from a financial planning background in Victoria. Within TD Wealth I founded the

Snow Wealth Management Group and I quarterback our Perpetual Wealth Planning Process

utilizing my financial planning background. As you read on, I hope that you get a sense that with

the team behind me, I can anticipate and support all of the financial needs of our clients. As a

portfolio manager, I also oversee the construction and execution of all client's investment

strategies.

I believe that investors deserve sound and objective financial advice during good

times and bad. I have found that clients' confidence increases when they have a

solid foundation to focus on leaving the day-to-day nuances of investment
management to us.

Ultimately, my goal is simple; 

help my clients live more 

enjoyable lives by knowing 

that they have a plan in place 

to achieve their goals.
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